Various uncertainties are inevitable in complex engineered systems and must be carefully treated in design activities. Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RBMDO) has been receiving increasing attention in the past decades to facilitate designing fully coupled systems but also achieving a desired reliability considering uncertainty. In this paper, a new formulation of multidisciplinary design optimization, namely RFCDV (random/fuzzy/continuous/discrete variables) Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RFCDV-MDO), is developed within the framework of Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA) to deal with multidisciplinary design problems in which both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties are present. In addition, a hybrid discrete-continuous algorithm is put forth to efficiently solve problems where both discrete and continuous design variables exist. The effectiveness and computational efficiency of the proposed method are demonstrated via a mathematical problem and a pressure vessel design problem.
Introduction
In the last two decades, uncertainty has been a focus of engineering design for complex and coupled systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In practical engineering design problems such as aircraft and ship design, the process is coupled and specialized design groups are involved. These specialists usually have engineering responsibility for particular design disciplines. Design decisions made by one group are either impacted by or impact on the decisions made by other groups. In some cases, different groups generate conflicting design proposals. In order to preserve the coupling that naturally exists among the groups of the whole engineering team, the optimization model must include a degree of coordination. Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) is a body of methods and techniques for performing such optimization so as to balance the design considerations. Moreover, uncertainties in MDO have a significant influence on the whole design process because uncertainties may propagate through linking variables and the effect of uncertainties could accumulate. If uncertainties are not considered, optimization results may be unreliable.
Reliability Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RBMDO) has been widely applied for the the requirements of high reliability or safety in complex and coupled systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Response surface models created at the system level are employed to replace the computationally expensive simulation models in order to release the computational requirements of reliability analysis involved in MDO under uncertainty [7] . The framework for RBMDO is proposed in [8] wherein reliability analysis is decoupled from the optimization. Reliability is initially computed before the first execution of the optimization loop. Then updated iteratively after each optimization loop during which approximate forms of reliability constraints are used. A multi-stage, parallel implementation of probabilistic design optimization is utilized with the aim of integrating the existing reliability analysis methods into the MDO framework in [9] . Concurrent subsystem optimizations were proposed in [10] [11] [12] and collaborative reliability analysis methods were used [13] to search for the Most Probable Point (MPP). Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA) method for RBMDO was proposed in [14] . From design optimization, SORA is based on the idea of decoupling reliability analysis. Using the MPP obtained from the previous iteration, the constraint in deterministic optimization is modified to make sure that the MPP of the current iteration falls into the feasible region. A new design point is obtained and followed by reliability assessment to check the feasibility of each reliability constraint at the new design point after solving the deterministic optimization. Generally, the whole process will converge in a few iterations.
However, most existing RBMDO methods are only able to deal with uncertainty based on the probability theory. In many practical engineering designs, both Aleatory Uncertainty (AU) and Epistemic Uncertainty (EU) are associated with design inputs. AU include stochastic uncertainty, irreducible uncertainty, inherent uncertainty, and variability. The design variables with AU can be treated as random variables. They may be modeled with probability theory. EU represents reducible uncertainty and subjective uncertainty. EU caused by lack of knowledge can be modeled with possibility theory. The design variables with EU can be treated as fuzzy variables [15] [16] . The challenge is how to efficiently propagate the effect of AU and EU respectively in the context of multidisciplinary analysis and design. Up to now, when both AU and EU exist in inputs, inputs with EU are characterized as random variables in MDO, and their distributions are inferred from the limited data, and then RBMDO is carried out to find the optimum design. It has been pointed out in [17] , in singular disciplinary, the optimum design obtained with the above method may be unbelievable and unsafe. Results may be even worse because of coupling of multiple disciplines. In [18] , both types of uncertainty are considered in singular discipline design based on the idea of conditional possibility of failure. A method of Maximal Failure Search (MPS) was proposed. As a result, the design problems become more complicated in MDO. Few works have been done in this situation. Furthermore, both discrete and continuous variables may co-exist in practical engineering design. So far, almost all existing works focus on MDO assuming continuous variables. As not only continuous variables but also discrete variables should be considered in practical engineering design, methods need to be developed to take these features into account.
This paper proposes a formulation of RFCDV-MDO, a method of RFCDV-MDO in the framework of SORA called RFCDV-MDO-SORA, and a hybrid discrete-continuous algorithm to deal with discretecontinuous optimization problems. This method has the advantage that AU and EU can be measured using probability theory and possibility theory, respectively. Meanwhile discrete and continuous variables can be considered in MDO problems. A mathematical example and a pressure vessel design problem are used to demonstrate the application of the proposed method. The advantages of the proposed method are compared to the RBMDO-SORA.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, fundamental analysis of reported probability/possibility models is given. In Section 3, the formulation of RFCDV (random/fuzzy/continuous/ discrete variables) Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RFCDV-MDO) is provided. In Section 4, the procedure of the RFCDV-MDO-SORA is interpreted in detail, subsequently the formulation mentioned in this method is proposed. The algorithm is proposed in Section 5. A mathematical example and a pressure vessel design problem are used to verify the effectiveness of the RFCDV-MDO-SORA in Section 6, followed by conclusions in Section 7.
Fundamental analysis
AU and EU are treated as random and fuzzy variables, respectively. In [18] , the case in which all random and fuzzy variables are continuous is discussed in a single discipline. Suppose that the random variables X r are subjected to the joint probability density function ( ) r r f X X ; the fuzzy variables X f have the membership
 X X and the failure mode is
The possibility of failure is computed as follows. Firstly we assume that the fuzzy variables are fixed at
The conditional probability of failure is evaluated as
conditional possibility of failure is set to be equal to this conditional probability of failure. At last, the possibility of failure is computed by
We have also assumed that all random variables and random parameters are mutually independent, and all fuzzy variables and fuzzy parameters are noninteractive.
The fuzzy discrete variable is the fuzzy variable which can only take a series of integers or some special values. For example, if 0.6 0.8 1 0.8 0.6 4 5 6 7 8
and the failure value is set as 0.0001, in possibility analysis, fdi X can only take one of (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) .
In the following formulations, 
where N stands for the number of all possible combinations of rd x and rd p . Second, set the possibility of failure to be the same as the calculated probability of failure. Note that possibility is an alterative measure when the actual probability is difficult to compute. So if there exists the probability, one can set the possibility to be the same as the probability [18] .
It is impractical to calculate the sum in Eq. (1) using the analytical method directly. To resolve this difficulty, Eq. (1) can be written as:
where N stands for the number of all possible combinations of rd x and rd p .
The value of  
can be obtained initially in design. It is the sum of probabilities of all combinations of discrete random variables and parameters.
To facilitate the calculation, all continuous random variables and random parameters should be transformed into the standard normal variables and parameters in Uspace using Rosenblatt transformation [14] , and all the fuzzy variables and fuzzy parameters (discrete and continuous) should be translated into the standard fuzzy ones in V-space [18] . The standard fuzzy variable has the isosceles triangular membership function as:
This transformation can also be written as
where M i X is the maximal grade point of membership
The discrete fuzzy variables should also be transferred into the standard fuzzy variables V using (3 When given the design point at X M , there are three cases among all points satisfying the condition ( , ) 0 X P G  :
If the fuzzy part satisfies case (i) or case (ii),
Then, cases 1 and 2 do not affect the final result of
whenever the fuzzy part satisfies case (3), then the possibility of failure f
There is a similar formulation in the method of Performance Measure Approach (PMA) to check whether or not f t    at the design point as follows:
1
where , rd rd X P vary in all allowable combined modes.
The solution is denoted by , , , , ,
( , , , , , )
is the value of the performance measure at the MPPP. If the maximal value is not larger than zero, the current design point is feasible, otherwise infeasible. The above formulation is given for the singular discipline. When performing uncertainty analysis in the environment of MDO, there are extra computations for the linking variables to achieve consistency between multiple disciplines. In [14] , two methods are adopted: one is that the consistency is maintained by using extra constraints; the other is that the values of the linking variables are obtained by solving an optimization problem of consistency.
Although either method may be used, the number of disciplinary analyses in the former is less than that of the latter and the former is more stable than the latter [14] . So in this paper, the first method is adopted, i.e. consistency is treated as extra constraints.
In our fundamental analysis in this section, the formulation of uncertainty analysis (probability/possibility analysis) in the environment of MDO is not provided, but it will be provided in Section 4.
RFCDV-MDO
RFCDV-MDO deals with the uncertaint continuous/discrete design variables or parameters as quantities that can be measured with probability theory or possibility theory respectively. The formulation of RFCDV-MDO is
. .
RFCDV-MDO in the framework of SORA (RFCDV-MDO-SORA)
Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA) is developed for Reliability Based Design Optimization (RBDO) originally and is introduced into MDO in [14] . SORA is further developed to deal with MDO with various kinds of variables having different uncertainties, named RFCDV-MDO-SORA utilizing the idea of SORA. The method is explained in details including strategy, procedure and the formulations.
Strategy of RFCDV-MDO -SORA
To solve the RFCDV-MDO problem efficiently, we adopt the following two technologies: (i) Performance Measure Approach (PMA). PMA is a method that is more efficient than evaluating the actual probability or possibility [14, 17, 18] . Some non-active probability or possibility constraints may dominate the whole computational process when directly evaluating their actual probability or possibility. This will decrease the computational efficiency. However, if we utilize PMA, the probability or possibility of failure is initially set to an acceptable value and treated as constraints. The maximum value of the probability or possibility constraint function (performance measure) is calculated. In this paper, the failure mode is defined as ( ) 0 G   . The probability or possibility requirement is met when the value is not larger than zero.
(ii) Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA). The solution process of MDO under uncertainties is decoupled into the solution of MDO and the solution of probability/possibility analysis with the idea of SORA [14] . Probability/possibility analysis is executed after a deterministic MDO in each iteration. The mean value or maximum grade point of each design variable is obtained after solving the deterministic MDO. To analyze the feasibility of each probability/possibility constraint at the optimum and to obtain the MPPP and the value of performance measure of each probability/ possibility constraint probability/ possibility analysis is applied. If some of the probability/possibility constraints performance measures are larger than zero, the MPPPs relevant to all constraints are used to reconstruct a deterministic MDO for the next iteration to improve the feasible design. Based on this, the MDO problem and the uncertainty analysis are not nested but sequential. So the efficiency is improved and it is expected that the whole process will converge in a few iterations.
Procedure of Establishment
In this section, the procedure of RFCDV-MDO-SORA is illustrated step by step.
Step 1: Set the initial value for
Step 2: Solve the deterministic MDO. To obtain the values of
is the aim of solving the deterministic MDO. Because there is no information about the MPPPs in the first iteration, the MPPPs are set to be equivalent to
, ,
variables, the mean value or maximum grade point of each random or fuzzy continuous or discrete variable are the variables in the deterministic constraints.
However, constraints in the deterministic MDO are modified with the MPPPs obtained in the previous iteration when the requirements of probability/possibility constraints are not all satisfied from the second iteration.
Step 3: Probability/possibility analysis. First, the continuous random variables and the continuous parameters are transformed into standard normal ones in U-space using Rosenblatt transformation; meanwhile all fuzzy variables and fuzzy parameters whether continuous or discrete are transformed into standard fuzzy ones in V-space using Eq. (3). Then to check the feasibility of each probability/possibility constraint at the design point obtained in Step 2 , probability/possibility analysis is carried out. And the results are MPPP and performance measure at MPPP corresponding to each probability/possibility constraint.
Step 4: Check convergence. If the requirements of probability/possibility constraints are all satisfied and the value of the objective is stable If the requirement of the probability/possibility constraint
obtained from the probability/possibility analysis in iteration k-1 will be used to modify the constraint in the kth deterministic MDO. To ensure the feasibility of the probability/possibility constraint, the kth MPPP should fall into the deterministic feasible region. Let S be the shift vector. The deterministic constraint in the kth MDO is modified as:
In this paper, two methods of using shift vectors are used. The first method is based on the idea of the SORA in [14] as:
where c S indicates the shifts of variables with uncertainty, whose mean value or maximum grade point is continuous; while d S indicates the shifts of the variables with uncertainty, whose mean value or maximal grade point is discrete.
The second shift vector is constructed as:
, ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) ,
if and if and
is larger than zero, 1 2 , , , , ,
 is less than zero. The values of the MPPPs
P in the probability/possibility constraint. The probability/possibility constraint is modified into:
Fig . 1 shows the flowchart of the RFCDV-MDO-SORA approach. The following are the formulations for the deterministic MDO and the probability/possibility analysis.
Formulations for deterministic RFCDV-MDO and probability/possibility analysis
The deterministic RFCDV-MDO model of the kth iteration can be expressed as follows.
, , 1, 2, , , , ,
The equality constraint for consistency among disciplines given in the above model can be modified using ,( ), ( 1) ,( ), ( 1) ,( ), ( 1) , ,
The probability/possibility analysis model under the environment of MDO can be expressed as
.
1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , ; j m 
and the performance measures at these MPPPs. Then the MPPPs in the X-space are obtained using Rosenblatt transformation and Eq. (3). The constraints in the deterministic MDO are modified using MPPPs when the requirements of probability/possibility constraints are not all satisfied.
To deal with the discrete-continuous optimization problem, an algorithm is developed based on the algorithms of MDOP and MDOD [19] [20] . 
( )
,2, , ,
, , 1,2, , ,
. . (
1, 2, , ; 
Definitions
Definition 1: Discretization of continuous variable transforms each continuous variable into a discrete variable meeting the specified precision requirement. In this paper, the continuous variable is discretized in equal distance.
Definition 2: The hybrid discrete point is denoted by 
. If the number of variables i x is l which is less than t , the values of , ( 1 
Hybrid discrete-continuous algorithm
The hybrid discrete-continuous algorithm is proposed in Section 5.2.1. The critical techniques used in this algorithm are interpreted in Section 5.2.2.
Hybrid disrete-continuous algorithm
Step 1: Treat all variables including discrete variables as continuous variables first; solve the optimization problem using a continuous search algorithm, for example sequential quadratic programming (SQP). The optimum point is denoted by c  X . Set a vessel to save the new point.
Step 2: Discretize continuous variables, construct the matrix Q . Round the optimum point c  X to the discrete point ( ) k X .
Step 3: One-dimensional search. Starting from Step 4: Adjacent point-checking in discrete unit area of
RFCDV-MDO-SORA
Expanding the constraint
, we need to have
, because the constraint with
can prevent the decrease of the objective function. Thus, only the constraint with
(iv) One-dimensional search
Step 1: Set the search precision 0   and the reduction proportion (0 1)
Step 2: Calculate k a .
Step 3: Calculate the new point
is the direct round result of X .
Step 4: Check the feasibility of
, ueq n and eq n are the numbers of inequality and equality constraints in the original problem respectively.
Analysis of algorithm
The discrete one-dimensional search starts at a point which is the result of rounding at the optimum of the continuous optimization. Generally the discrete global optimal point can not be attained by the onedimensional search. The adjacent point-checking technique is conducted then among the discrete unit area to find a new and better point with the aim of escaping from the local optimum. After this process has been repeated several times, the optimum point obtained is the best point in all discrete points of the discretized problem. Finally the values of the original discrete variables are fixed at the relevant values of that optimum. A continuous optimization is carried out while starting at the continuous part of that optimum.
Examples
In this section, the proposed RFCDV-MDO model and the solution approach of the RFCDV-MDO model within the framework of Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment are demonstrated using a mathematical example and an engineering design example. Table  1 . The probability coefficient ( 3)   in RBMDO is equivalent to the possibility coefficient
Mathematical example for RFCDV-MDO
two to five in Table 1 are the results of design variables and the objective function. Considering the discrete requirements in design variables, RFCDV-MDO-SORA delivers a relatively more conservative design. Both constraints at each optimal design point meet the requirements of probability or possibility. Columns eight to nine are iterations of the disciplines 1 and 2.
The disciplinary iterations in RFCDV-MDO-SORA and RBMDO-SORA are much less than that in RBMDO.
Because of the introduction of SORA, and RFCDV-MDO-SORA can efficiently solve RFCDV-MDO problems like SORA in RBMDO. The whole process converges in three iterations which is the same as SORA in RBMDO. Table 2 shows the process of the whole solution, where 1 n , 2 n are the iterations needed in disciplines 1 and 2 respectively, 3 n is the iterations used in calculating the ranges of the link variables, 4 n is the number of iterations of disciplinary analysis needed in the proposed algorithm.
Design of a pressure vessel
In Fig. 3 the example of pressure vessel design shown is derived [21] , in which the example is solved in a multiplayer formulation based on game theory. In Table 3 , the nomenclature of this example is shown. Radius ( ) R , length ( ) L and thickness ( ) T are the design variables.
There are two parameters, namely, internal pressure ( ) P and the tensile strength of the material ( ) t S . The objective is to maximize the internal volume, while minimizing the weight. This problem is modified to an MDO problem in this analysis.
By two design groups, and the coupled variables are thickness ( ) T , length ( ) L and radius ( ) R , the pressure vessel is designed. The multidisciplinary system and the notation used are given in Fig. 4 . In this paper, T , R are continuous random variables, and L is a discrete random variable. Uncertainty descriptions of these design variables and parameters is shown in Table 4 . 
Sharing random/fuzzy continuous/discrete variables:  .
Subsystem 1:
Random variable:
Input linking variables:
Output linking variables:
Output:
  
In this subsystem 1, the objective is to minimize the weight which is equivalent to minimizing the relevant volume. Below are the constraints in Subsystem 1. The probability/possibility constraints are:
Input fuzzy and random parameters:
The objective is to maximize internal volume in this subsystem 2. The constraints in Subsystem 2 are given below. The probability/possibility constraints are   . The whole process of RFCDV-MDO-SORA with the first and second kinds of shift vector converges in three and four iterations, respectively. During the process, the starting points of the current iteration are set to be the optimal results of the previous iteration in order to improve efficiency. The probability/possibility constraint expressions at relevant MPPPs are less than zero which indicates that the requirements of all probability/possibility constraints are satisfied. The optimal results of RFCDV-MDO-SORA and RBMDO-SORA are given in Table 5 , and the process of RFCDV-MDO-SORA with the first or the second shift vector is given in Table 6 . As shown in Table 5 , the results of RFCDV-MDO-SORA are conservative compared with the results of RBMDO-SORA considering the discrete design variables. As shown in Table 6 , the optimal design obtained using the second kind of shift vector is more conservative than that of the first kind. The reason is that from the second iteration, the feasible area of the reconstructed deterministic MDO with the second kind shift vector is narrower than that with the first kind. The aim of the second kind of shift vector is to avoid the situation that some equality constraints especially with the even power could not be satisfied when there are discrete requirements on design variables and shiftiness of deterministic constraints.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a formulation of RFCDV (random/fuzzy/continuous/discrete variables) Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RFCDV-MDO), a solution method of the RFCDV-MDO model within the framework of Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (RFCDV-MDO-SORA), and an algorithm to deal with discrete-continuous optimization problems. 
